Use what we use to keep our fish healthy and ponds clean and clear!

Healthy ponds are like lawns and gardens; you have to do maintenance to keep them healthy. The most effective way to take care of your fish is an all-natural solution, which keeps your ponds clean without the use of harmful pond chemicals. Algae problems are one of the most common issues to plague fish ponds. It is important to find a solution that is 100% safe for your fish to thrive. Proper maintenance is the key to ensuring the healthiest environment for your fish.

Use our Nature’s Pond Conditioner (available in gallon and 5-gallon containers) with a special blend of beneficial bacteria and enzymes, plant extracts and a food-grade pond dye that:
- creates clean, clear and healthy ponds
- reduces pond sludge and muck
- improves water quality for healthier fish
- enhances the natural colour of your water

Nature’s Pond Conditioner is an all-natural solution and is safe for people, fish and wildlife, turf, grass and crops!

Nutrient overload is a big issue for ponds, and is the main cause of algae growth in your water. Phosphates and nitrates are the key nutrients that fuel aquatic vegetation growth. If you reduce these nutrients in your water then you reduce your pond problems.

Fish kills typically happen during two times of year; the middle of winter and the middle of summer. In winter, it’s due to a lack of oxygen in the water. Decomposing organic matter sucks oxygen from the water and lack of sunlight prevents photosynthesis and oxygen production. In summer, heat will destratify the water so any sudden storm can turn the pond over. Where oxygen was for the fish is now no longer present, and the fish suffocate and a total fish kill can happen.

By installing a bottom-up aeration system the risks of the fish kills are reduced greatly. Additional oxygen in the water also helps promote healthy fish growth. It also provides Nature’s Pond Conditioner bacteria with fuel to last longer and be more productive in cleaning and clearing your pond water.

Your pond problems are not algae, duckweed or water meal. It’s the organic matter in the water that is providing these nutrients to your aquatic vegetation. Target the problem and not the symptoms, that is what Nature’s Pond Conditioner does with it’s blend.

Nature’s Pond Conditioner’s blend of all natural bacteria and enzymes are proven to break down and consume the muck and sludge in ponds and lakes, while the food grade dye gives your pond a natural color. The results are healthy, clean, and clear water that makes a positive impact on the environment and your fish.

REVIVE YOUR POND WITH A KOENDERS ‘BOTTOM-UP’ AERATION SYSTEM

Adding oxygen to your pond is the most effective way to keep your fish healthy. We have a selection of "bottom-up" aeration systems for you to choose from in order to provide needed oxygen to your ponds. This helps the performance of Nature’s Pond Conditioner and is a critical step in getting and keeping your pond water healthy and clean. Your fish will thank you too for an ample supply of oxygen which is core to their healthy growth!

Single & Dual Diaphragm Windmill Aeration Systems
HD 250 & HD 450 Electric Aeration Systems
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